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Introduction

In an online environment, virtually everyone uses telnet or browser clients to
communicate with library systems. However, in the course of their daily work, most librarians
also use email, word processors, spreadsheet applications, database programs, and specialized
software to perform their duties.

Frequently, information produced by one or more of these applications must be
transferred to your online system or vice versa. Long lists of records contained in a spreadsheet
must have some operation performed on them. Materials requested through interlibrary loan
must be searched in your local system for location and availability. Data from lists, tables,
records, and reports in your system must be integrated, summarized, or reformatted for use with
local documents. The list goes on.

When most people need to transfer information from applications to their system and vice
versa, they usually either retype the information or use copy and paste. However, these manual
methods are very slow. By automating the process of moving information from one application
to another, you can save countless hours of staff time.

How Does The Process Work?

In order for two applications to communicate, they must be able to create and read data
stored in a common format. Virtually all applications allow you to create plain text output, and
most macro and programming languages allow you to manipulate files. For this reason, the
fastest and easiest way to automatically transfer information between applications and your
system is through the use of plain text files.

What You Need

The good news is that you don’t need any programming experience or special computer
skills to write macros that save lots of time. On the next page, you’ll see a macro that extracts all
the OCLC numbers from a list of records and writes them to a file. Notice that this program is
shorter than many catalog records. Only 11 lines in the macro perform actual work – 6 lines of
instructions in bold type read the file containing the records and create a new file containing
OCLC numbers, while the rest find and extract the OCLC number.
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Extracting Information From an Interlibrary Loan Request

CAN YOU SUPPLY ?  YES  NO  COND  FUTUREDATE
 :ILL: 6987655      :Borrower: CSA     :ReqDate: 19981117 :NeedBefore:
19981217
  :Status: IN PROCESS 19981123         :RecDate:          :RenewalReq:
  :OCLC: 23077499   :Source: OCLCILL   :DueDate:          :NewDueDate:
  :Lender: JRK,CAW,ONS,*ORE,ORZ
 :CALLNO:
 :TITLE:   Wild earth.
 :IMPRINT: Canton, NY : Wild Earth Association, c1991-
 :ARTICLE: Opay, "Area de conservacion de Tortuguera, Costa Rica."
 :VOL: 7      :NO: 4      :DATE: Winter 1997          :PAGES: 50-eoa
 :VERIFIED: OCLC ISSN: 1055-1166
 :PATRON:  Pitti, faculty
 :SHIP TO:  ILL/CSU,Sacramento/Library/2000 Jed Smith Dr/Sacramento,CA/95819
 :BILL TO:  Same
 :SHIP VIA: Library Rate           :MAXCOST:          :COPYRT COMPLIANCE: CCG
 :FAX: (916) 278-7089
 :BORROWING NOTES: We welcome reciprocal agreements.
 :LENDING CHARGES:                 :SHIPPED:          :SHIP INSURANCE:
 :LENDING RESTRICTIONS:
 :LENDING NOTES:
 :RETURN TO:
 :RETURN VIA:
                                                                     

Sub main

Dim sOclcNo, sNextLine as String
Dim iFoundOclc as Integer

Open "c:\windows\desktop\illrequests.txt" For Input As #1 
Open "c:\windows\desktop\oclcnos.txt" For Output As #2 

Do While Not EOF(1)
Line Input #1, sNextLine

‘##### Finds lines containing OCLC numbers. If :OCLC: is found  #####
‘##### iFoundOCLC will be greater than 1, so the macro extracts #####
‘##### the OCLC number and writes it to a file                  #####
iFoundOclc = InStr(sNextLine, ":OCLC:")
If iFoundOclc > 0 Then

sOclcNo = Mid(sNextLine, iFoundOclc + 7, 8)

‘##### Trims extra spaces from short OCLC numbers         #####
sOclcNo = Trim(sOclcNo)

‘##### This would be a good place to use a searching      #####
‘##### routine instead of printing to a file              #####
Print #2, sOclcNo
End If

Loop

End Sub
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How The Macro Works

All this macro does is read a file named c:\windows\desktop\illrequests.txt one line at a
time. If a particular line contains :OCLC:  it grabs the OCLC number and writes it to another file
named c:\windows\desktop\oclcnos.txt. Otherwise, it reads in the next line.

Don’t worry if some of the commands in the macro don’t make sense to you – most
people start writing macros by copying and modifying ones that other people wrote.  If you want
a detailed understanding of what each instruction does, the best thing to do is consult the help
file. Help files contain program examples, invaluable information about syntax, and general tips
on programming.

A Few Things To Keep In Mind

Do things the easy way, and don't make your programs more complicated than necessary
by trying to solve problems that aren't essential to the task at hand. On a similar note, solve only
one problem at a time. For example, the macro on the previous page doesn’t work with requests
lacking OCLC numbers, extract information that might be useful such as the volume number,
add call numbers to the record, or generate barcodes to simplify approval or rejection of requests.
It is quite easy to add such features later.

Don't worry about learning tools and techniques you don't know until you need them. It's
much easier to remember things that you actively use, and if you need to know something later,
you can always figure it out then. You probably have enough problems to solve right now
without worrying about ones you don't have yet. When you do need to learn something new, it
often pays to use the time-honored techniques of asking others for help and borrowing ideas.
Also, use the help file. You will save lots of blood, sweat, and tears if you do.

One Final Thought

People are the most valuable and most expensive resource in your library – that’s why
libraries pay tens of thousands of dollars each year for just one person. You can save your library
months of person hours each year by spending a few hours to learn simple techniques such as
using files to transfer information between desktop applications and your library system. By
freeing staff resources for more important tasks, your library will do things faster, better, and
more economically.

Even if you've never written a program and computer instructions look intimidating, you
should be able to learn the essential techniques rapidly. To be certain, there is an initial learning
curve, but the investment is definitely worthwhile. You will find many uses for your new skill,
and the countless hours you save later will pay for the up front time investment many times over.


